
Jordanian star Jalal Al Daaja 
re-signs for BRAVE CF
TDT | Manama

Bantamweight Jalal Al Daa-
ja has re-signed for BRAVE 

CF. Recognized for his grit and 
exciting fighting style, ‘’The 
Tornado’’ is one of the top 10 
fighters in the Middle East in 
his weight-class and is looking 
forward to returning to winning 
ways on his comeback to the 
fastest-growing MMA organi-
zation in the world.

His professional record of 
6-5-0 fails to paint the full pic-
ture of his storied career where 
even his losses have been in 
action-packed thrillers. Train-
ing out of Gladiator MMA, Jalal 
has been a mainstay in BRAVE 
CF since 2017 when he made 
his debut in BRAVE CF 4 which 
took place in Abu Dhabi. He is 
training partner with current 
BRAVE CF Welterweight world 
champion Jarrah Al-Silawi un-
der the tutelage of legendary 
coaches Ali Altamari and Samy 
AlJamal, also pioneers for Jor-
danian MMA.

After his loss to Frans Mlam-
bo in his promotional debut he 
went on to win the next three 
fights where he finished two 
fights in the first round and one 
of them in the second round. He 
was on the cusp of receiving a 
title shot against reigning world 
champion Stephen Loman, but 

his rise was stopped by Aidan 
James in one of many exciting 
encounters that took place at 
the historical BRAVE CF 23.

As recently announced, 
BRAVE Combat Federation will 
return to Bahrain for two spe-
cial fight nights following the 
conclusion of Kombat King-
dom. The first card, BRAVE CF 
44, will take place on November 
5th, and will be headlined by a 
Lightweight world title fight, 
as champion Cleiton ‘’Preda-
tor’’ defends his throne for the 
first time against top contender 
Amin Ayoub. Now with a new 
BRAVE CF contract, Jalal will 
hope to fill one of the spots for 
BRAVE CF 45, which happens a 
week later, on November 12th.

Gabriel ‘’Fly’’ returns against Dumar Roa 
in pivotal main event for BRAVE CF 45
TDT | Manama

Featherweight contender 
Gabriel ‘’Fly’’ Miranda is 
set to resume his chase 

for the title with his first fight in 
Bahrain and also his first main 
event. The Brazilian jiu-jitsu 
phenom will take on Colom-
bian sensation Dumar Roa in 
the headliner for BRAVE CF 45, 
which takes place on November 
12th.

Curiously enough, two of Ga-
briel’s three BRAVE CF contests 
have taken place in Colombia, 
the nation represented by his 
next foe. He fought at BRAVE 
CF 15, beating Fernando Nor-
iega with a quick guillotine in 
the first round and returned to 
Colombian soil to defeat Jhon 
Zarate, with the same submis-
sion, but in the second round 
of their encounter at BRAVE CF  
26.

Sandwiched between those 
two appearances was Miranda’s 
only loss under the BRAVE CF banner, as he dropped a deci-

sion against Akhmed Mago-
medov at BRAVE CF 21, in Saudi 
Arabia. Now, he will have the 
chance to build on Zarate’s win 
with another Colombian op-
ponent.

Dumar Roa started off his 
career with BRAVE CF coming 
in on short-notice to face off 
against Felipe Silva at BRAVE CF 
26 in a weight-class above his 
own. After losing his debut, he 

went down to his natural Feath-
erweight division and earned 
the biggest win of his career as 
he knocked out former world 
champion Abdul-Kareem 
Al-Selwady. 

BRAVE CF 45 takes place a 
week after BRAVE CF 44 and 
will also happen in Bahrain as 
the fastest-growing MMA or-
ganization in the world looks 
for other back-to-back events 
in its home country. 

From helping troubled kids to choking people 
out: the story of BRAVE CF’s Louis Glismann
Glismann looks to make a splash in Welterweight division when he faces Abdouraguimov in the co-main event of BRAVE CF 44

• While his guidance 
keeps the children 
inspired, what keeps 
Louis grounded is much 
more violent fighting

TDT | Manama

Louis Glismann is an in-
spiration to many trou-
bled children in his city 

of Copenhagen, but he has a side 
of him that the children do not 
know about, one that revels in 
choking people unconscious. 
As he looks to make a splash in 
BRAVE CF’s Welterweight divi-
sion, ‘’Spartacus’’ is set to draw 
inspiration from his students on 
the road to gold.

He will take on Abdoul Ab-
douraguimov in the co-main 
event of BRAVE CF 44, which 
takes place in Bahrain, on No-
vember 5th, and hopes a win 

can fast-track him to a title shot 
against reigning champion Jar-
rah Al-Silawi.

‘’I think it will be a very fun 
fight, I’ve watched his fights and 
I thought it could be a really 
good fight, and it could defi-
nitely be a title fight. I actually 
think the winner should get a 
title shot’’, said Glismann, who’s 
coming off a monumental win 
against Henri Lintula on his 
BRAVE CF debut.

Helping troubled kids who 
come from poverty is his way of 
giving back to the community. 
While his guidance keeps the 
children inspired, what keeps 
Louis grounded is much more 
violent: fighting in a top global 
MMA promotion. 

“I along with a few other fight-
ers from my gym love working 
with the children, we focus on 
giving good values back to the 
kids and keeping them away 
from trouble and drugs. We 
engage them with sports, give 

them good food, and good sur-
rounding of people who could 
be inspirational to them.” he says 
about his social work

The 29 year old, who has a 
degree in social education, says 
his job as a social worker gives 
him an advantage in his fighting 

career because he uses it as a 
motivator to the kids to show 
them the good that he could do. 
“I want to be an inspiration for 

the next generation.”
After his debut loss, he has 

been on a hot winning streak 
of seven wins. He certainly has 
the best platform to elevate him-
self to become an even bigger 
inspiration as he takes on Ab-
douraguimov. If he passes this 
upcoming test, the sky’s the limit 
for ‘’Spartacus’’ and the people 
that look up to him. 

I think it will be a 
very fun fight, I’ve 

watched his fights and 
I thought it could be a 
really good fight, and 
it could definitely be 

a title fight. I actually 
think the winner 

should get a title shot
LOUIS GLISMANN

Louis Glismann in action during a bout

Jalal Al Daaja signs the agreement
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Jalal Al Daaja was on 
the cusp of receiving 
a title shot against 

reigning world champi-
on Stephen Loman, but 
his rise was stopped by 
Aidan James in one of 
many exciting encoun-
ters that took place at 
the historical BRAVE 

CF 23
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2
of Gabriel’s three BRAVE 
CF contests have taken 
place in Colombia, the 

nation represented by his 
next foe


